Purpose: Routine quarterly quality assurance (QA) assessment of single photon emission computed tomography (SPECT) systems includes analysis of multipurpose phantoms containing spheres and rods of various sizes. When evaluated by accreditation agencies, criteria applied to assess image quality are largely subjective. Determining a quantified image characteristic metric that emulates human reader impressions of image quality could be quite useful. Our investigation was conducted to ascertain whether image texture analysis metrics, such as those applied to PET scans to detect neoplasms, could prove helpful in linking qualitative statements of phantom sphere and rod visibility to quantified parameters. Because it is not obvious whether it is preferable to submit reconstructions to accrediting agencies performed using typical clinical (CLIN) protocol processing parameters or to follow agencies' filtered backprojection (FBP) suggestions, we applied texture analysis metrics to determine the degree to which these choices affect equipment capability assessment. Methods and materials: Data were processed retrospectively for 125 different Tc-99 m SPECT scans of standardized phantoms for 14 rotating Anger detector systems as part of routine quarterly QA. Algorithms were written to compute several classes of image metrics: quantile curve metrics, image texture analysis gray-level co-occurrence matrix (GLCM) metrics, contrast metrics, and count histogram metrics. For qualitative image scores, two experienced physicists independently graded sphere and rod visibility on a 5-level scale and assigned dichotomous visibility scores, without knowledge of quantified texture analysis metrics or each other's readings. The same phantom was used to collect 15 additional data sets with two dual-detector SPECT/CT systems, reconstructed both by FBP parameters that have been suggested by accrediting agencies and by manufacturers' default settings for CLIN SPECT/CT bone imaging protocols by ordered subsets expectation maximization (OSEM), incorporating attenuation correction using the CT scan. Image characteristics metrics were compared for FBP and CLIN reconstructions. Results: For spheres, the metric with the strongest rank correlation with 5-level scale readings was the quantile curve slope (q = 0.83, P < 0.0001), while for rods it was GLCM Energy normalized to the maximum GLCM Energy value (EnergyNorm) (q = À0.88, P < 0.0001). Compared to dichotomous readings, the metric with the highest ROC area under curve (AUC) for spheres was the quantile curve slopes (AUC = 96 AE 1%, sensitivity = 91%, specificity = 90%), and for rods was EnergyNorm (AUC = 98 AE 1%, sensitivity = 92%, specificity = 95%). Image contrast was higher for all sphere sizes and rod EnergyNorm was lower for sectors of intermediate-sized rods for FBP compared to CLIN reconstructions, in agreement with more rods judged to be visible from FBP than CLIN reconstructions (47% vs 33%, P = 0.002). Conclusions: When preparing to submit quality assurance images of standardized phantoms to accrediting agencies, a reliable gauge of sphere and rod visibility can be predicted accurately using quantified reader-independent image texture analysis metrics, which also provide a useful basis for choosing among alternative image reconstruction options.
INTRODUCTION
Nuclear Medicine accrediting agencies specify requirements to acquire, process and report standardized phantom results for single photon emission computed tomography (SPECT) systems as part of acceptance testing procedures, and as part of ongoing routine quarterly quality assurance (QA) tests of existing equipment. 1 A commonly used phantom for this purpose is the "Jaszczak phantom" (Data Spectrum, Inc., Chapel Hill, NC, USA), 2 which consists of a water-filled Plexiglas â cylinder containing inserts with solid rods and solid spheres of 6 different sizes, to which radioactivity is added (Fig. 1) . 3 Uniformity of response is assessed on reconstructed images in the phantom volume that is devoid of rod or sphere inserts. Because these phantoms are manufactured in a reproducible manner, they produce highly predictable test images (Fig. 2) , especially when specified numbers of counts are acquired using published guidelines. 4, 5 Once test phantom images are submitted, the agencies' readers judge how many spheres and rods are visible in a given phantom scan as an indicator of SPECT system performance. The agencies specify the minimum number of rods and spheres that should be visible for data acquired according to recommended procedures. While this may seem to be a straightforward image evaluation process, there is limited information about the specific criteria readers use to determine whether an individual phantom sphere or rod sector is visible. Data regarding inter-observer agreement of visual evaluations of standardized SPECT phantom test images also are lacking. Readers can compensate for imaging artifacts and incorporate a priori knowledge of standardized phantom constructions and dimensions while deciding if an individual rod sector or sphere is visible while simultaneously integrating the impression of the count variability of uniform sections. Furthermore, varying degrees of visibility may be interpreted differently by readers using the same literal criteria. Determining an image characteristic metric that emulates this human reader decision-making process could be quite useful.
Several manual steps are required for processing standardized phantom data, including choosing optimal reconstructed transaxial sections that best represent sphere, rod and uniform phantom sections. In addition, it is necessary to quantitate sphere contrast, and decide whether the phantom location that is free of sphere and rod inserts is sufficiently uniform or instead demonstrates significant non-uniformities, such as concentric ring artifacts that are caused by inadequate uniform flood field corrections. 6 The objectives of our investigation were to quantitate image characteristics of each test data set, and to automate the manual steps required to produce test phantom image data that are submitted to accrediting agencies. It is not obvious that a straightforward computation of image contrast in the vicinity of a sphere or of a rod sector would adequately correspond to visibility, because total acquired counts are limited to only 32 9 10 6 by some of the accrediting agencies. 4 As a result, individualvoxel count maxima and minima can have large standard deviations, with consequently imprecise contrast computation.
Texture analysis is based on quantitating parameters that are associated with the visibility of "visual primitives," repeating structures that collectively form patterns within an image, such as the pattern of solid rod inserts in sectors of a Jaszczak phantom, and it is plausible that this approach could emulate readers' judgments about rod visibility. 7 Texture analysis already has proven useful in associating abnormal tissue regions with count variability in PET data, 8, 9 so that it is reasonable to examine image texture analysis metrics as potential candidates for emulating the perceptions of a medical physicist assessing sphere and rod visibility in SPECT phantom data.
We wished to determine which specific texture analysis metrics correlate most reliably with visual analyses. Having established that, we sought to incorporate those metrics into algorithms designed to replace manual processing steps, and then document the degree to which automated algorithms agree with experts on choices of optimal phantom transaxial sections and on the number of spheres and rods that are visible in standardized phantom data. We also wished to determine the intra-observer reproducibility and inter-observer agreement of readers in evaluating SPECT phantom images.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

2.A. Phantom data acquisitions
Phantom data were examined retrospectively for 125 SPECT scans acquired over 14 yrs for 14 different Anger camera SPECT systems from six institutions. All data were collected using 666-814 MBq Tc-99 m in Jaszczak phantoms. SPECT systems ranged from 1 to 20 yrs old at the time of data acquisition and included two single-detector systems and 12 dual-detector systems. Although accrediting agencies suggest submitting data for total counts of 32-34 9 10 6 , we chose to examine a wider range of total counts to generate a broad spectrum of visual and quantitative parameters. Jaszczak phantom images were acquired using standardized guidelines, 4 except that acquired counts ranged from 0.3 9 10 6 to 84 9 10 6 total counts. All data were acquired in 128 9 128 matrices collected for 128 projections over a 360°arc using high resolution low energy collimators. Non-circular orbits were used for each SPECT system to bring the detectors close to the phantom. Mean time per projection was 14 s with standard deviation of 6 s (range = 1-30 s). These included seven acquisitions that were performed for only 1 sec/projection, which were conducted to test for adequate alignment of the phantom axis with the axis of rotation of the Anger detectors. Magnification factors of 1.00-1.85 were used (pixel size = 3.3 AE 0.7 mm; range = 2.1-5.2 mm).
2.B. Tomographic reconstruction
Regardless of the origin of acquired data, all SPECT projection data were transferred to an Xeleris workstation (General Electric, Milwaukee WI, USA) and reconstructed using filtered backprojection (FBP) with a Hamming (cutoff = 1.00 cm
À1
, alpha = 6) transaxial filter. The Chang attenuation correction was applied to transaxial sections, using a circular region of interest defined at the 15% threshold of maximum transaxial counts. 10 The attenuation coefficients (range 0.9-0.11 cm
) were selected to generate the most homogenous appearance across transaxial reconstructions of uniform phantom sections. 11 The reconstruction process which was performed prior to our algorithms required manual processing steps that included choosing the spatial filter to use and choosing the Chang attenuation coefficient to apply. CT data were collected along with SPECT projection data for the two SPECT/CT systems. The 15 data sets collected by these systems were also reconstructed by the manufacturer's default settings for a clinical (CLIN) bone SPECT/CT protocol by 3D iterative ordered subsets expectation maximization (OSEM) algorithm (10 subsets; two iterations), 12 which incorporated collimator resolution corrections, 13 followed by Butterworth filtering (cutoff = 0.5, order = 5), incorporating attenuation correction using the CT scan [ Fig. 2(d)-2(f) ]. We performed these alternate reconstructions to test which reconstruction method yielded images displaying the largest numbers of visible rods and spheres.
2.C. Image texture analysis metrics
We investigated several classes of image characteristics metrics: quantile curve metrics, texture analysis gray-level cooccurrence matrix (GLCM) metrics, 14, 15 contrast metrics, and count histogram metrics. 
2.C.1. Count quantile metrics
Count quantile plots can be used to aid in determining the circumstances under which counts deviate significantly from random fluctuations expected for a Poisson count distribution derived from a typical background region. 16, 17 For each sphere, counts were tabulated in automatically generated 2D circular regions of interest having a diameter one-fourth that of the diameter of the cylindrical phantom, centered on sphere locations identified from the known phantom configuration, beginning with the initial estimate that the voxel of minimum counts should correspond to the volumetric center of the largest sphere. Counts were sorted from minimum to maximum values and plotted against minimum to maximum counts within six different automatically generated identical regions of interest for uniform phantom section counts to form quantile curves. Linear regression was applied to the lower half of the values of the quantile curves. A plot of counts sampled in one region of interest of the uniform section of the Jaszczak phantom against counts sampled in a neighboring region of interest of the same uniform section of the phantom would lie along the line of unity. Statistically significant deviations from the line of unity for quantile curves of fitted slopes or intercepts were taken to be evidence that count distributions of sphere regions differed significantly from count distributions of uniform phantom sections (Fig. 3) .
For rod quantile metrics, counts were sampled within automatically generated regions of interest sectors subtending 60°e mbedded between the center and periphery of the transaxial sections. The ensemble of counts with the smallest variance was taken as most likely corresponding to the sector of the smallest rods, and the five other rod quantile curves were generated by sorting from lowest to highest counts against lowest to highest counts of the sector with the smallest variance.
2.C.2. GLCM metrics
Transaxial sections of each tomogram were normalized to have a maximum count of 100 per pixel, and magnified to have a total diameter of 100 pixels of 128 to regularize input data among different SPECT systems. GLCM matrices, M(i, j), were formed, which tabulated the number of times a gray scale count level i co-occurred with count level j within a 1-pixel two-dimensional neighborhood. 8 This matrix was used to compute five GLCM metrics, which included GLCM Energy, a measure of orderliness, computed as:
Mði; jÞ
GLCM entropy, a measure of randomness, computed as:
GLCM Inertia, 18 alternatively known as "GLCM contrast,"
19 computed as:
GLCM Homogeneity, a measure of regional dissimilarity:
and GLCM correlation, a measure of linear dependence of gray levels on the values of neighboring gray levels, computed as:
where
iMði; jÞ and l j ¼
jMði; jÞ (6) are the GLCM mean values of count level i and count level j, and ðj À l j Þ 2 Mði; jÞ
are the variances of count level i and count level j. In addition to computing the GLCM image characteristics metrics computed directly from the data, we also computed normalized GLCM metrics, defined as the percentage for each type of GLCM metric normalized to the maximum absolute value of that parameter. For example, EnergyNorm was assessed by determining the maximum GLCM Energy value for six spheres of a phantom, and then normalizing all six GLCM Energy values to that maximum value.
2.C.3. Image contrast metrics
Image contrast (IC) for spheres was computed as
for maximum and minimum values of the third order polynomial fitted curve of counts tabulated within 3D sphere regions of interest vs radii outward from the volumetric center of each sphere (Fig. 4) . The maximum and minimum values of the fit serve as estimates of the mean background count density and the minimum sphere count density, respectively. The rationale for determining contrast for spheres in this fashion is that it uses all of the counts available for each sphere volume and organizes the sphere counts in a logical fashion according to radius from each physical sphere center, as it is known that these all are solid Plexiglas â spheres, the centers of which all are the same distance from the center of the cylindrical water bath that contains them. We did not observe any instances in which the fitted curves were perceived visually to be inadequate fits to the data.
We found that it was not feasible to attempt to perform polynomial curve fitting of rod counts vs distances from rod centers, particularly for the smaller rod sizes. Consequently, IC for rods was computed as:
for count standard deviation, r, and mean counts, m, for counts tabulated within each rod sector.
2.C.4. Count histogram metrics
Count histogram metrics also were evaluated. These included count histogram curve means, variance, skewness, kurtosis, and assessment as to whether counts were normally distributed (Fig. 5) . The rationale of tabulating these parameters was to determine whether any of these measurements were useful for distinguishing counts derived within a sphere region, or within a rod sector, from counts derived within comparably sized regions of interest of the uniform sections of the phantom.
2.D. Phantom analysis automation algorithms
Automated algorithms were written in IDL v 8.2 (Harris Geospatial Solutions, Broomfield, CO, USA), which selected optimal transaxial sections for spheres, rods and uniform sections, isolated sphere and rod locations for count sampling, sorted these in order from largest to smallest spheres and rods, and computed image characteristics metrics for each isolated zone and six similarly sized regions of a uniformly filled phantom section. Although all steps of these procedures were completely automated, provisions were made to enable manual verification of correct automated identifications of transaxial slices and locations and ordering of spheres and rods.
Optimal locations initially were defined for 1-voxel-thick tomographic sections for spheres, rods and the uniform section, with mean thickness of 3.4 AE 0.7 mm (range = 2.1-5.1 mm), with rod and uniform sections ultimately summed into 1-cm-thick sections. These algorithms were applied to DICOM (NEMA) data that were transferred to a Symbia workstation (Siemens Healthineers, Erlangen, Germany) or to a standalone PC running Windows 10. Relevant data acquisition information (acquisition time per projection, total collected counts, etc.) were extracted from header information of original projection and reconstructed DICOM files. The limits of useful transaxial slice numbers were initially determined by sampling counts within 80% of circular transaxial regions centered on computed center-of-counts locations within each transaxial section, thus, avoiding potentially confounding excessive counts in the vicinity of input ports through which phantoms are loaded with radioactivity, where attenuation is minimal. After determining phantom orientation, an initial estimate of the location of the transaxial section that optimally transects the solid spheres was determined by finding the location of least counts per voxel, which should correspond to the vicinity of the center of the largest sphere. The most likely location of the uniform section with no spheres or rods then was determined as offset from the likely sphere location, based on a priori information about known standardized phantom dimensions, which next was used to define six volumetric locations within the phantom likely surrounding the six spheres. Three-dimensional counts vs radius profiles were tabulated out from the likely center of each physical sphere within each sampling volume. Similar three-dimensional count profiles were generated for two contiguous transaxial slice locations above and two below the initial approximate central transaxial slice estimated to pass through all six spheres. Sphere count quantile vs background count quantile curves then were formed and linear regression applied to the lowest half of counts for each count quantile curve, as we had observed previously that the lower half of these curves had a pronounced positive slope while the upper half of the curves had slopes close to 1.0, particularly for the smallest spheres (Fig. 3) .
The optimal slice number for identifying the transaxial section that passes through the center of all spheres was taken to be the one with the largest positive value of the sum of all six quantile curve slopes. Beginning with this transaxial section number, the entire search process was repeated, forming new sphere counts vs radius and quantile curves, and the resulting slice number representing the optimal transaxial section was taken to be the final, correctly identified optimal location. This process converged after two iterations in all cases; optimal transaxial section locations and quantified parameters did not change for subsequent iterations. The sequence of greatest positive slopes, down to slopes closest to 1.0, of spherical counts vs radius locations were used to reorder the six sphere regions from largest to smallest spheres. Having already tabulated the six counts vs radius profiles for each sphere volume, these were fit by third order polynomials (Fig. 4) , from which IC Spheres was computed using the y-intercept of the fitted curve as the minimum count and the fitted value at maximum radius as the maximum count. Tabulated counts for each final sphere volume of counts were used to compute GLCM and count distribution metrics (Fig. 5) .
Based on the identification of the optimal sphere transaxial section, locations of the middle of the uniform and rod sections were identified, and uniform transaxial sections and rod sections were summed into 1-cm-thick composite images. The angular and radial locations and counts from each of the six rod sectors were tabulated and GLCM metrics were computed. The sequence of greatest to least EnergyNorm values was used to reorder the 6 rod sectors from largest to smallest rods. The same image characteristics metrics computed for counts of the 6 sphere volumes were computed for six identically sized volumes of counts sampled in the uniform region of the phantom.
The summary of optimally chosen transaxial slices through the spheres, rods and uniform section of the phantom were displayed (Fig. 2) , along with relevant computed image characteristics and acquisition parameters, and were automatically exported as jpg files along with automatically formatted image sequences of all transaxial sections through the entire phantom. Symbolic link spreadsheet files containing all of the computed image metrics for spheres, rods and uniform sections of the phantom also were automatically exported to the analysis computer for subsequent statistical analyses.
COUNT LEVELS
Histograms of frequency of occurrence of counts at different count levels are plotted for the rod sectors of Fig. 2(a) . The dotted curves are the count histograms for the rod sector of the smallest rod, while the solid curves are the count histograms for (a) the largest rods, and (b) fifth smallest rods.
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2.E. Visual analysis
Two medical nuclear physicists, both with more than 20 yrs' experience, viewed the jpg summary files generated by the automated algorithms, independently of one another. They judged rods and spheres visibility using a 5-level scale. The rating system was 0 = "definitely not visible," 1 = "probably not visible," 2 = "equivocal," 3 = "probably visible" and 4 = "definitely visible." The two physicists also assigned dichotomous visibility judgments to each sphere and rod.
On separate occasions, one imaging physicist repeated his evaluations without knowledge of his previous scores or the other physicist's evaluations. He also used provisions within the IDL programs to search through transaxial slice locations to ascertain whether the algorithms successfully identified the optimal sections running through spheres, rods and uniform sections, and whether the algorithms correctly ordered spheres and rods from largest to smallest objects. Any disagreements with the choices of the automated algorithms were recorded.
2.F. Statistical analysis
Analyses were performed using commercially available software ("MedCalc" Statistical Software version 18; MedCalc Software bvba, Ostend, Belgium). Values are reported as means AE 1 SD. Continuous variables were assessed by the v 2 test to determine normality of distribution. The unpaired or paired t-test, as appropriate, compared values between groups for continuous variables that were normally distributed; otherwise, the Mann-Whitney or Wilcoxon test was used. v 2 analysis of proportions compared ratios. Logistic regression tested associations between input continuous parameters and output dichotomous readings of sphere and rod visibility. Receiver operating characteristics (ROC) analysis determined the ability of each quantified imaging characteristics parameter to agree with the dichotomous visual score, determined as either reader having declared the sphere or the rod to be visible. For each test parameter, the "Medcalc" analysis software reported the value of the ROC area under curve (ROC AUC) that was obtained by determining the threshold criterion value that optimized the Youden index; the threshold value subsequently was used to obtain dichotomous accuracy, sensitivity and specificity values. Unlike many ROC studies that are performed to establish the ability of a method to detect the existence of an abnormality imaged by a system, we conducted these ROC studies to establish the parameter thresholds for spheres and rods that correspond to expert readers' judgments as to sphere and rod visibility. Significance of difference of ROC AUC results was assessed.
20 v 2 rank correlation with Spearman'suantified trends of variables with decreasing sizes of spheres and rods. Intraobserver reproducibility and inter-observer agreement were assessed by the kappa statistic, 21 and by McNemar's test of the significance of differences. P < 0.05 was defined to be statistically significant.
RESULTS
3.A. Visual scores
The reader who evaluated correctness of slice locations determined that there were no cases for which he would have chosen different transaxial sections for optimally passing through spheres, rods or uniform sections, so that no manual interventions for these identified sections were required or performed, even for the scans acquired for low total counts (Fig. 6) . He also found no errors with the automated algorithms correctly ordering largest to smallest spheres and rods, even for the scans of low counts (Fig. 6) .
Strength of agreement for intra-observer reproducibility for the 5-level scale was "very good" for identifying which spheres were visible (j = 0.83 AE 0.01) and "very good" for identifying which rods were visible (j = 0.86 AE 0.01). 21 Contingency table analysis confirmed that intra-observer reproducibility was high for spheres (v 2 = 1,116.1, P < 0.0001), and rods (v 2 = 1,116.4, P < 0.0001). However, for dichotomous intra-observer readings, differences were significant for spheres (McNemar's D = 3.1%, P = 0.001) and for rods (McNemar's D = 2.5%, P = 0.004).
Strength of agreement for inter-observer agreement for the 5-level scale was "good" for identifying, which spheres were visible (j = 0.70 AE 0.02) and "good" for identifying which rods were visible (j = 0.70 AE 0.02). Contingency table analysis confirmed that inter-observer agreement is high for spheres (v 2 = 981.3, P < 0.0001), and rods (v 2 = 735.0, P < 0.0001). However, differences were significant for interobserver dichotomous readings for spheres (McNemar's D = 12.0%, P < 0.0001) and for rods (McNemar's D = 10.3%, P < 0.0001).
3.B. ROC results for spheres
Readers determined that out of 750 spheres (6 for each phantom acquisition) 491 spheres were visible and 259 were not, ranging from 1 to 6 visible spheres per scan. For spheres, the metric with the strongest rank correlation with 5-level scale readings was the quantile curve slope (q = 0.83, P < 0.0001). None of the sphere count ensembles were normally distributed.
The parameter with the highest logistic regression v 2 value, which also had the highest ROC AUC, was quantile curve slope (Table I ). All parameters of Table I had highly significant logistic regression associations to sphere visibility (P < 0.0001). GLCM correlation [Eq. (5)] was not useful, as it was nearly identically 1.0 for all sphere regions and for all rod regions. No combination of parameters had a higher multivariate logistic regression v 2 value than the univariate logistic regression variable of quantile curve slope. By ROC analyses, the optimal threshold of radial fitted contrast IC Spheres for sphere visibility was >26%, but IC Spheres was not as accurate (P < 0.0001) as the quantile curve slope for predicting visual readings (Table I) .
Contingency table v 2 of agreement was 480.1 (P < 0.0001), and inter-observer agreement between the algorithm and visual assessment had a kappa value of 0.80 ("good agreement"), with only marginally significant differences (McNemar's D = 2.5%, P = 0.03). For all GLCM metrics, normalized values were significantly more strongly associated with visual readings than the un-normalized values. For instance, GLCM EntropyNorm was a more accurate predictor of visual readings than GLCM Entropy (93 AE 1% vs 69 AE 2%, P < 0.0001).
3.C. ROC results for rods
Readers determined that out of 750 sets of rods (six for each phantom acquisition) 388 rod sectors were visible and 362 rod sectors were not, ranging from 1 to 4 visible rod sectors per scan. For rods the metric with the strongest rank correlation with 5-level scale readings was GLCM EnergyNorm (q = À0.88, P < 0.0001). None of the rod count ensembles were normally distributed.
The single parameter with the highest ROC AUC was GLCM EnergyNorm (Table II) . Comparing the ability of EnergyNorm to HomogeneityNorm to predict rod visual readings, specificity was higher (95% vs 90%, P = 0.01) but sensitivity was lower (92% vs 96%, P = 0.02). Multivariate logistic regression combining these two parameters into the single composite metric 13.17-(7.27 9 EnergyNorm)-(10.79 9 HomogeneityNorm) produced a higher v 2 value than for either of the parameters separately (v 2 = 790.9 vs 750.5 and 744.6), and achieved a 98 AE 1% ROC AUC, with 93% dichotomous accuracy, 93% sensitivity, and 93% specificity. Contingency table v 2 of agreement was 567.0 (P < 0.0001), and agreement between the algorithms and visual assessment had a kappa value of 0.87 ("very good agreement"), with only marginally significant differences (McNemar's D = 2.0%, P = 0.04).
3.D. Application to comparing reconstruction techniques
The counts for the 15 studies with paired FBP and CLIN reconstructions were typical of data submitted to accrediting agencies (34 AE 19 9 10 6 counts). 4 Visually, 5-level scale readings were marginally higher for FBP than CLIN sphere visibility (2.5 AE 1.7 vs 2.4 AE 1.5, P = 0.04), but dichotomous readings were similar (66% of spheres visible vs 61%, P = 0.10), without significant differences (McNemar's D = 4.4%, P = 0.22). FIG. 6 . Example of successful identification of optimal transaxial section locations and ordering of (a) rods (b) spheres for a Jaszczak phantom acquired for only 1.7 9 10 6 total counts and for the location of the uniform section (c). For all six spheres, radial fitted contrast was greater for FBP than CLIN reconstructed data (40 AE 26% vs 30 AE 23%, P < 0.0001). Usually, a single contrast value measured for the largest sphere is reported to accrediting agencies that is intended to represent the contrast capability of a SPECT system, which would have been 74 AE 6% by FBP but significantly less (64 AE 8%, P = 0.0005) for reconstruction using the CLIN processing parameters, as computed in Eq. (8) . For all sphere sizes, radial fitted contrast was greater for FBP than CLIN reconstructed data (Table III) . For rods, 5-level scale readings were higher for FBP than CLIN readings (1.7 AE 1.8 vs 1.3 AE 1.7, P = 0.0001), with more rods visible (47% vs 33%, P = 0.002), for which differences were significant (McNemar's D = 13.3%, P = 0.002). Differences between FBP and CLIN metrics were most striking for the intermediate-sized rods, which were on the borderline of being visible. For the 15 pairs of EnergyNorm values for the third largest sized rods of 9.5 mm, EnergyNorm was significantly lower for FBP than CLIN values (41 AE 18% vs 59 AE 27%, P = 0.006) (Table IV) , favoring their being visually detected, considering that the threshold for detection was EnergyNorm < 58% (see Table II ).
DISCUSSION
There are numerous advantages to automating and quantitating the results of QA tests, both for planar images, 22 and for tomographic images. 23, 24 Applying automated algorithms results in substantial time savings, particularly in multi-institutional settings employing many SPECT systems, each of which requires quarterly standardized phantom assessments. Accrediting agencies require that acquisition details such as counts of initial tomographic projections, pixel sizes of matrices, zoom factors, total acquired counts, etc., be reported, all of which are collected automatically from header information, tabulated and displayed, and subsequently output as composite image files that summarize numerical results of quantitative phantom evaluation, suitable for transmission to the accrediting agencies. Having all of the parameters quantified and stored as symbolic link spreadsheets or in a database simplifies tracking SPECT system performance over months and years, facilitating subsequent analyses of image degradation with time, which could be used to validate the visual impression of deteriorating image quality.
Our results indicate that it is feasible to predict the readings of imaging physicists as to sphere and rod visibility in standardized phantom images using quantized image characteristics with 90-93% dichotomous accuracy. Differences between predictions of quantile curve slopes were smaller than inter-observer agreement differences for spheres (McNemar's D = 2.5% vs 12.0%, P < 0.0001) and differences between predictions of EnergyNorm values were smaller than inter-observer agreement differences for rods (McNemar's D = 2.0% vs 10.3%, P < 0.0001), which suggests that more consistent results overall would be obtained with an automated quantitative approach to phantom assessment than by visual assessment alone. It is understandable that experienced reviewers will differ on occasion in assessing visibility of standardized phantoms. Realizing this, accrediting agencies conduct initial training sessions for multiple reviewers. While we did not have such a session, we did use the same scale for our readings to standardize visual interpretation associated with the 5-level scale used. When reviewers examine images of rods, they see sharper edges and higher contrast at the edge of the phantom than interior in SPECT images. So, part of the subjectivity in visual readings of SPECT phantoms lies in deciding whether more than half the rods in a given sector are visible. Also, in deciding whether an individual sphere is visible, readers will compare the size, shape, location, and perceived count contrast compared to a reference uniform section, which also will appear to have foci of decreased counts that are merely the incidental count variations of image noise.
The algorithms described here simulated to some extent the reviewers' a priori knowledge of phantom construction, in that approximate positions of the six spheres was incorporated into the tabulation of counts radially outward from known locations and definitions of regions within which to sample counts for sphere regions. Likewise, the algorithms used knowledge of inner and outer limits of rod sectors, along with the fact that the cylindrical phantom was divided equally into six sectors of equal areas in forming the regions within which to automatically sample rod counts.
For spheres, the image metric that agreed most strongly with reviewers' readings was quantile curve parameters. This suggests that the aspects of the data of sphere regions to which readers give the most credence are decisions that there are enough count decreases below the random variations seen in uniform phantom sections to plausibly predict that the decreased counts are real, as opposed to an accidental clustering of reduced counts.
While quantile curve analysis also predicted rod visibility, the most accurate predictor was the GLCM EnergyNorm metric (Table II) . GLCM Energy is a measure of orderliness, and is strongest for repeated patterns of similar structures. GLCM texture analysis has been used in a number of radiomics studies to identify disease states by CT, 15, 25 by PET, 8 and by PET/CT. 9 Image texture analysis approaches also have been applied to optimize choices of tomographic reconstruction approaches and parameters. 26 Our findings that OSEM would not yield as high an image quality as FBP for the standardized phantoms that we evaluated may seem counter-intuitive. OSEM algorithms can be used to incorporate collimator recovery information, 13 and correction for radiation scatter, 27 while incorporating the information from the CT scan of the individual phantom. 12 However, our findings are most likely a reflection of the inadequacy of uncritically using a manufacturers' recommendation for image reconstruction parameters that were reportedly optimal for a particular clinical bone SPECT protocol. A larger number of iterations for the OSEM reconstruction, and different post-filtering parameters, potentially could have produced a "sharper" looking reconstruction more suitable for evaluating SPECT system performance.
4.A. Limitations
Included in the visual assessment of SPECT QA images are judgments as to whether the supposedly uniform sections of the phantom actually do appear to be uniform. Count nonuniformity can have several causes, including inadequate mixing of radioactivity within the phantom, suboptimal choice of the attenuation coefficient used for a Chang attenuation correction, 11 and inadequate attenuation correction due to x-ray tube difficulties, among others. Concentric ring artifacts may be seen passing through phantom transaxial sections, which can be caused by use of damaged collimators, detuned pulse height analyzers, or inadequate flood field corrections, 1 and can adversely affect clinical studies. 6 As there are no published criteria issued by accrediting agencies as to acceptable limits for any of these observations, we did not attempt to address these issues through quantitative parameters derived from the counts of the uniform phantom sections. However, it is plausible that the methods described in this investigation could be extended to quantitatively analyze counts of uniform phantom regions specifically to detect non-uniformities and to quantitate the magnitude of those deviations, the feasibility of which has been demonstrated by means of the Hough transformation. 24 Although it is conceivable that a concentric ring artifact passing through the central sphere section of the phantom could produce an incorrect quantile curve slope measurement, methods to avoid this type of error are not obvious.
CONCLUSIONS
Our findings indicate that automated algorithms employing image texture metrics can identify sphere and rod visibility with accuracy comparable to that of experienced readers. The major advantage of the automated algorithms is that the results are operator independent, providing a reproducible means of generating standardized quantified QA reports for SPECT systems.
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